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Abstract--The author compares the well-known mythological figure of Narcissus contemplating his own 
image in the water with palindromes and "symmetric" numbers, that allow themselves tobe read both ways 
with equal result, and points out the kabbalistic relevance of such "mirrorings" in the context of the 
"anagrammatic genius" of the hebrew sacred language. After stressing the fact that the paradigm of the 
mirror is common to oriental as well as western traditional metaphysical nd religious peculation, he 
comes to mention the mysterious use of the number 515 by means of which Dante Alighieri, in his Divine 
Comedy, prophesies the advent of God's Envoy. Critical ingenuity has tried to explain why Dante chose 
this numerical cipher, with no great success. Yet, the author proves that the mystery of that "palindrome- 
number" becomes clear if it is considered in the light of the mirroring analogy, often practised by mystics, 
philosophers and poets. In fact, it results from the properties of the Pythagorean "sacred triangle" 3.4-5, 
if taken as a "Narcissic system", as well as from the numbers expressing the angles of the "head" of a 
regular pentagon, again if taken after the mirror-paradigm. 515 proves to be the commutating factor 
between divine perfection above and its reflexion "in the waters". The text concludes by choosing other 
instances of the use of this symmetric number, with analogous meaning, although rendered cryptic due to 
dangers of heresy and fear of the Inquisition, in works by Albrecht Diirer and in a Portuguese painting 
of the sixteenth century, attributed to Master Jorge Afonso. 
Narcissus lost in the contemplation f his own image reflected in the water is generally taken as a 
mythological warning against he dreadful risks of self-adoration. Yet the Narcissus legend holds 
more than one meaning, and we can easily perceive in its setting a type of perfect symmetry 
foreboding the final unhappy end. According to yet another viewpoint, he reflection of Narcissus 
looking back at him from the mirror of the waters, while he lovingly admires himself, reminds us 
of the palindromes used in ancient epigraphy, such as the one inscribed in the pavement of the 
church of San Giovanni that, according to some scholars,f inspired Dante and led him to write in 
the very last verses of the Paradiso: 
tSee P6zard's note [1] on verse 144 of the Paradiso (XXXIII). P6zard believes that Dante found his basic inspiration for the 
image of the wheel in Jeremiah (XVIII: 1-6). 
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" . . .  as a wheel moves moothly, free from jars, 
My will and my desire were turned by love, 
The love that moves the sun and the other stars."t 
The palindrome in question is written around a circle representing the sun and reads: 
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE, 
which freely translated means 'I am the sun, I am that wheel moved by fire whose spinning sets the 
spheres in round motion". Of course this "fire" is love that moves the sun and the other stars. The 
interesting point, however, according to our "Narcissistic" perspective, is that one can as well read 
a palindrome from end to beginning as from beginning to end. (Another palindrome somewhat 
resembling the one above is "In girum imus nocte et consumimur igni'.) 
If we consider the notion of a palindrome made of numbers instead of letters, we find at once 
that it is possible to conceive of an infinite number of such arrangements, say 12321, 1221, 212, 11, 
etc. It is noteworthy that such numerical arrangements are referred to in everyday speech in all the 
Iberian languages by a specific word, capicua, presumably from the Catalan (or the Latin) for 
"head" and "tail", and that to capicuas, to this day, a beneficial and talismanic onnotation is
traditionally attached: they bring luck. Why? It is a mystery. However, I incline to see in it a trace 
of the kabbalistic tradition: maybe not too far-fetched a guess when we consider the millenary 
presence of Jews in the Iberian Peninsula nd the intimate cultural exchanges between Hebrew and 
Christian learned classes through the centuries. 
Indeed, "symmetric" or "mirror" numbers are quite relevant to Kabbalists. The possibility of 
reading those numbers indifferently from left to right or vice-versa with equal results derives its 
importance from the anagrammatic nature of the sacred language of Canaan, of the "linguistic 
genius" of which the reversing of syllables constitutes a fundamental spect, used to prevent 
common ears from understanding certain secret matters, namely those biblical writings and 
prophetic visions related to the Reign of the Millenium.:~ The quality of symmetry displayed by 
numbers uch as the mysterious and famous "Number of the Beast", 666, mentioned in the 
Apocalypse draws our attention to the paradigm of the mirror. Mirrors either natural, like the calm 
surface of waters, or man-made, have always fascinated philosophers, poets, artists and visionaries. 
There is a subtle and poignant enigma in the mirror's reflection, for it is "alive" while devoid of 
"reality", at the same time reversing the reflected subject by placing its right side at the left, its left 
side at the right or, when horizontal, what is on top below and vice-versa. 
We find innumerable instances of reflection and speculation (from lat. speculum, "mirror") in 
different civilizations and cultures, specifically in our own, where the mirror has been extensively 
used by theologians, mystics, magicians, alchemists, poets and artists. St Paul states that we must 
learn to contemplate he original Light of God through its imperfect reflections "as in a glass 
mirror". Before him Moses descended from Mount Sinai after seeing Jehovah in a mirror, since the 
direct vision of God is an unbearable experience for mortals; his skin, after that, shone like polished 
metal, reverberating with Jehovah's glory in such a dazzling way that no son of Israel could look 
at him directly. At the root of this tradition there is, most probably, the similarity of the Hebrew 
words for "vision" and "mirror" [4]. Seeing the divinity with the help of mirrors is mentioned in
Numbers. The sun itself was but a reflection of God's light, a mirror hung in the sky according to 
Plutarch, made of glass according to Philolaos. Sa~s, the goddess holding a mirror, is connected with 
the Mosaic tradition. Equivalent traditions can be found in Oriental ore and religion, along with 
a wealth of legends and beliefs linked to the subject. In India whole areas of metaphysical meditation 
have been centred on the notion of the image in the mirror, which turns out to be the correct parallel 
of the nature of the individual ego, as compared to Brahman or the Atman. The true Self, as true 
Being, reflects Himself in the possibilities of being, "as the world-picture painted by the Self on the 
canvas of the Self" (Safikar~cfirya) [5]. Abhhsa, a sanskrit word, in Silpa usage means "painting" 
tCanto XXXIII, 143-145. I follow the English translation of Dante's Paradise. 
:~See Ref. [3]. The Apocalypse of St John has been intensely searched for mystic lues through the centuries, in the context 
of the prophetic thought of Christianity, especially since Gioachino di Fiore saw in it the message of the Vangelo Eterno, 
the evangel of the coming Age of the Holy Ghost. He unwittingly started the millenaristic upheavals that shook all 
Western Europe in the late Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renaissance. 
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and, together with citra, "art",  designates fundamentally the image, as Coomaraswamy explains, 
"owing such reality as may be theirs to That whose image they reflect" [5]. The same distinguished 
art historian and thinker brings to our attention a beautiful description of the creation found in 
Pa~cavimka Br~hmana (VII, 8, 1), according to which the waters being ripe unto conception, V~yu, 
the wind or pr~na, moved over their surface, "wherefrom came into being a lovely thing (that is, 
the world-picture), there in the waters Mitra-Varuna beheld-themselves-reflected (paryapaAyat)". 
Now we understand that the legend of Narcissus tells also a story of creation as image-in-the- 
waters, where the Creator beholds himself in his own image, which is the man in his insubstantial 
yet divine nature as "reflection". The divine or true Self "dies" in his longing to unite with himself, 
and such "death" becomes the everlasting manifestation and transformation i to space and time 
of the "world-picture", that is to say, of all possibilities of being. Such is, in Genesis (I. 2), the spirit 
of God moving over the waters and creating Light, without which the image is not visible. The 
created universe where men are born, live and vanish, in the same manner as worlds are created and 
pass away, is but the reflected image of the divine Self in his perfection, with no begining nor end. 
This is a metaphysical nd religious concept hat inspired traditional art and literature throughout 
the centuries, in the East as well as in the West. Coomaraswamy has shown in his masterly studies, 
especially those he dedicated to the fourteenth century German mystic Meister Eckhart, whose 
genius enabled him to subsume the spiritual essence of medieval Europe, that the community of 
thought behind Christian art of the Middle Ages and that of India and China exists beyond doubt; 
see  his vast bibliography, especially Refs [6, 7]. 
The metaphysical roots and spiritual aims of another thinker and poet of the Middle Ages, Dante, 
show again a close link with the East, specially with the Islamic tradition. The Divine Comedy is 
the outstanding monument of Dante's genius, not alone for its pure literary beauty but also as a 
treasure of encyclopedic knowledge ablaze with the light of a profusion of marvellous ymbols. 
Dante sums up and inspiredly shapes in diamantine form many of the fundamental ideas of a 
tradition that springs from a Platonic philosophyt combined with an elaborate xegesis of biblical 
texts, namely Ezekiel's visions (the Maaseh Merkabah, or the "Work of the Chariot", which together 
with the study of Genesis constitutes the fundamental base of Hokhmath Hakabbalah, the esoteric 
wisdom of the Kabbalistic tradition) [9] and the Johannine gospel, as well as from a confirmed Sufi 
inspiration [10] and possibly from teachings of the Kabbalah, as the vision of the car of Beatrice 
(Purgatorio, XXIX, 91-114), so like the first vision of Ezekiel, whose name he invokes, seems to 
validate.~ Many of the symbols in the Divine Comedy have been studied and interpreted by modern 
erudition, revealing the close familiarity of the poet with a vast spectrum of traditional motives, 
along with his masterly capacity to put them to subtle use as intensifiers of understanding and 
feeling. Some of Dante's ymbolic motives have remained quite clear through the ages, some others 
have been obscured by the change of cultural references which took place since the fourteenth 
century. One of the most baffling mysteries concerns the numerical symbol 515 used by the poet in 
the Purgatorio (XXXII I ,  43); Beatrice prophesies the coming of one who shall avenge the wrong 
done to Christendom: 
"Surely I see, and so foretell, not far 
Ahead now, stars that shall not need to strive, 
But shall bring in, secure from let or bar, 
The times when a Five-hundred-ten-and-five, 
God-sent, shall smite the thief, and smite the giant 
That sins with her, and leave them not alive." [12] 
Dorothy L. Sayers, author of this translation, comments as follows: "a Five-hundred-ten-and-five": 
the person thus mysteriously designated is undoubtedly the same as the "Greyhound" of Inferno 
tSince Bruno Nardi's studies itbecame clear that Dante's ideas though starting from an Augustinian source, derived mainly 
from the Neo-Platonic approach, as expressed byArabic philosophers like Avicenna, Alfarrabi, etc. In the perspective 
of the "mirror-paradigm" it is relevant to remark, with Nardi, when he sums up the involved Platonic onceptions, that 
the first of these concerns God, conceived as Light; the "intelligences" of the celestial spheres come next, which, like 
mirrors, reflect the rays of His light in order to impress forms into matter. See Ref. [8]. 
$Contemporary tradition reports that Dante sustained a long friendship with Immanuel ben Salomon ben Jekuthiel 
(1270-1330), a learned person and a poet himself. See Ref. [I 1]. 
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(I, 101), who is also alluded to in Purgatorio (XX, 15). Critical ingenuity has exhausted itself over 
this numerical cipher, with no great success. Some have (with a good deal of juggling) extracted from 
it a rebus of Henry VII. If they are right, this passage must have been written before Henry's death 
in 1313, and also before Purgatorio (VII, 96), which laments the failure of Henry's expedition i to 
Italy. Since, however, Dante continued to the end to hope for the advent of an Emperor of the right 
sort, it is probably better to take the prophecy in a general sense. What the 515 was intended to 
mean, we shall now probably never know" [13]. The identity of the person designated as a 
"Greyhound" (Veltro) in the Inferno, and the one designated as"515" in the Purgatorio, isaccepted 
by most scholars, and generally taken as the image of "some hoped-for political saviour who should 
establish the just World-Empire" (Sayers), at the same time as the probable symbol of the reign of 
the Holy Ghost on earth, the visible kingdom of God. This "God-sent" person seems to announce 
the prophetic advent of Jesus Christ at the end of the cycle and embodies, aside from any other 
circumstances of place, time and identity, a divine figure made in the shape of a man, very close 
to the embodiment of Shaddai, the God of the Armies [as in Exodus (VI: 1-3)], traditionally 
inscribed in the "shield of David" (Maghen David) or "seal of Solomon", and also related to the 
mysterious Angel of the Covenant, Metatron. I cannot develop here the meaningful aspects of this 
relationship 515--Shaddai-Metatron, nor the interesting avenues of enquiry opened by Dante's 
mention of the "Veltro".t It is necessary, now, to make clear the solution of the "problem" of 515, 
as I found it a couple of years ago. However, before I disclose that solution, I would like to remind 
the reader that in 1921 Professor Rodolfo Benini published a paper on Dante's Inferno in which 
he reported his discovery of three couples of numbers, 3and 9, 7 and 22, 515 and 666, charged with 
an undoubtedly important meaning, for they recur again and again throughout the poem. Benini 
found that 666 verses separate the prophecy of Ciacco from the prophecy of Virgil, 515 verses 
separate the prophecy of Farinata from that of Ciacco; again 666 verses are counted between the 
prophecy of Brunetto Latini and that of Farinata; and again 515 between that of Nicolas III and 
that of Messire Brunetto. This is quite remarkable. As we know, 666 is the "Number of the Beast" 
mentioned in the Apocalypse, that is to say, the number of the Antichrist; it is consequently logical 
to suppose that 515 cannot but represent, insome manner, Christ as opposed to the evil of the Beast. 
This led Benini to assume that 515 could perhaps be transformed into the Latin notation DXV 
meaning "Dante Veltro di Cristo" ("Dante the Greyhound of Christ") [15], a rather ludicrous 
suggestion i view of the humble Christian feelings of the poet. Ren6 Gu6non rightly excluded this 
interpretation f Benini and proposed a slight change in the order of the letters, making it DVX, 
the latin word (Dux) for "leader" or "conductor" [16]. There is still, to use Sayer's words, some 
deal of juggling in Gu6non's approach. 
Now we shall take the second couple of numbers recurring in the Inferno, 7 and 22. Both are 
charged with great "magic" power. The 7, probably the most magic of numbers, isrelated by Dante 
to the divisions of the Purgatorio; 22, among other qualifications, i  the number of letters of the 
sacred Hebrew alphabet, and also the number of regular polygons with an integer for their angle 
to the centre that can be inscribed in a circle.J/ 
We cannot engage, however, our enquiry in the many developments that could be started from 
these magical and theurgic properties, for they would take too long and distract us from our main 
purpose. What is really relevant here is the fact that the couple formed by 7 and 22 is linked to the 
symbolism of the circle by a simple relation, well known to the "operative" masons and builders 
since the most ancient imes, establishing the approximate value of the number n: ~ = 3.14 .. . .  
It becomes most interesting to learn that 314 is the symbolic number of Shaddai according to the 
numerical value attributed to letters by the Kabbalists, exactly the same as the three "mother" letters 
of the Hebrew alphabet, aleph, mem and shin; the value of the words El-Shaddai ('God-Almighty') 
being 345. The mysterious Angel Metatron, "'the garment', or visible manifestation f the Ain 
Soph" that "governs the visible world; preserves the unity, harmony and revolution of the spheres, 
planets and heavenly bodies", the "Commander, under the Will of the Deity, of all the myriads of 
tI treat hese and many other elated questions in my book [14]. 
:~Th¢ relation between the concerned polygons and the number of letters of the Hebrew alphabet was first disclosed by Abellio 
[17]. 
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the angelic hosts, of the next or Ye'tzeer-atic World" [18], corresponds also to the number 314 
through the value of the letters of his name. Shaddai and Metatron, both expressed by 314, are the 
manifestations of the power of Almighty God, E1-Shaddai, expressed by 345, which concerns also 
the nature of "the most beautiful triangle" of the Egyptians, as Plutarch calls it in his book on Isis 
and Osiris: that is the famous triangle of Pythagoras. The old Egyptians aw in its vertical and 
horizontal cathetuses the representation f the male and female aspects of the deity, the hypotenuse 
symbolising Horus, the divine son. There is something similar to the Egyptian geometric statement 
of the triple nature of God in the Sufi tradition. In a text on the letters alif, lam and mim, Kamaloh 
din Abdouaz~q K~sh~ni, the Persian commentator and exegete of Ibn 'Arabi, states that these 
letters correspond to the numbers 1, 3 and 4, alifor 1 corresponding to the divine Self or the initium 
of being, lam or 3 referring to Gabriel or the angel of Knowledge and Revelation that dwells in the 
centre of being, and mira or 4 corresponding to the Prophet, the closing up of being [19]. 
It is common knowledge that the theorem of Pythagoras deals basically with the once highly 
sacred triangle 345, possessing the rare property expressed in the theorem, that is, the squares of 
its cathetuses qual the square of its hypotenuse: 32+ 42 = 52. When we inscribe this triangle in a 
circle, we find that there is place for another one, but only one. Once inscribed in the circle the two 
triangles have in common, superposed, their hypotenuses; this allows us to write 5 + 5 = 10, or 1. 
We have, then, twice, 314 where we had once 345. The number 1 places itself in the diameter of the 
circle, corresponding to the "surface of the waters", and we have on both sides of the parting line 
the values 32+ 42, that is 25, of which x /~ = 5. Suddenly we are confronted with the 5-1-5 
structure, so mysteriously pronounced by Beatrice in Canto XXXIII of the Purgatorio: the "Messo 
di Dio" is named after the symbolism of the sacred triangle of Egyptians, Kabbalists, Sufis and 
Temple-builders of the Christian Middle Ages, and his numerical symbol corresponds to the 
symmetry of his double nature, participating of the world "above" and of the world of the 
"reflection in the waters"! 
And now we remember that Dante invokes Ezekiel, when the glory of the chariot shines on the 
other side of the river that flows in the Earthly Paradise. He invokes then the Maaseh Merkabah, 
the 'Work of the Chariot', so fundamental for traditional esoteric wisdom. Following the suggestion 
of Dante we open the book of Ezekiel to the first chapter, and are at once jolted by a revelation 
(never noticed by scholarly exegetes): the first words of the Prophet, just before the vision of the 
Chariot, are these: "In the thirtieth year, on the fifth day of the fourth month, as I was among the 
exiles by the river Chebar, heaven opened and I saw visions from God". (Ezekiel I. 1: The New 
Jerusalem Bible.) This confirms beyond oubt he correctness ofour reasoning. We fully realise that 
515 is a very appropriate and supremely intelligent symbol, universal by its geometrical base and 
its mystical resonance inmany religious and metaphysical realms, fit to receive mbodiment a any 
moment of history and expressing, with the maximum of clarity possible, the hypostatic union of 
the two natures, the divine and its manifestation r reflected "world-image" (as confirmed by the 
appearance of the Gryphon in Canto XXIX, 
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Fig. 2. Relations uniting the "luminous delta" with he pentagon, the "Vesica Piscis" and "philosopher's 
stone" symbol. 
"... A triumph-car, on two wheels travelling, 
And at the shoulders of a Gryphon drawnt). 
There is another way leading to the full understanding of the cipher 515 (in fact it was the first 
one for me, when I suddenly came upon the solution of the mystery). It starts with the consideration 
of the regular pentagon, which vast anthropomorphic symbolism is impossible to summarize, even 
in the simplest sense. I must confine myself, in this brief notice, to the basic statement, aken for 
granted, that the triangle uniting three successive vertices of the regular pentagon, called the 
"luminous delta" by certain followers of Masonic traditions, had a great deal of importance in the 
metaphysical speculations of the inner circles of the Templars and related esoteric groups. One must 
keep in mind that Dante seems to have been one of the chiefs of an association called Fede Santa, 
a Third Order affiliated to the Templar Order [16]. The "luminous delta", taken as the "head" of 
the Anthropos, or divine man, and as the visible manifestation of the Godhead, expresses the 
Self in the sense of pure ideality, outside space or time. In traditional terms the intellect of humans, 
considered in relation to the "head" of the pentagon as divine knowledge and awareness, is no more 
than a shadowy and inverse reflexion of the pure Light above, seen upon the dark waters of Chaos. 
Inverse---that is, not only upside down but, like a palindrome (or a "capicua"), reading from fight 
to left what is left to right. I f  we apply this reverse mirroring property of our paradigm to the 
tTranslated by Dorothy L. Sayers. See Ref. [12]. The Gryphon is a combination f the fore-part of an eagle with the hind-part 
o f  a lion. It combines the divine (the bird), being of gold incorruptible, and the animal (the human), being mingled of 
red and wfiite; white and red are the colours assigned by Dante to the Old and the N w Testaments, respectively. 
Dorothy L. Sayers remarks: "here again [Dante] emphasizes the meeting of the two Dispensations in the Incarnation". 
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numbers expressing in degrees the angles of the so-called "luminous delta", which are 108, 36 and 
36, we obtain, "on the surface of the water", the numbers 801, 63 and 63. Their addition gives the 
total 927, the number of the absurd "image" mirroring the right total of 180 ° of the true triangle. 
We can conceive of a symbolic system where these "impossible" numbers express our decayed 
condition after the Fall and reflect, in a despairing way, the lost presence of the divinity. Such was 
the vision of the religious man of the Middle Ages, and such is still the vision of many philosophers, 
mystics and poets, to this day. "The things of this world," wrote Baltasar Graci~,n, "have to be 
contemplated upside down to be seen in their correct position." Dante was a deeply religious man, 
unhappy about the idea of a world immersed in corruption, atrocities and spiritual as well as 
material misery; but a man who cherished the hope of a drastic change and the establishment of
true religion, true brotherhood and true love among humans. He favoured the Franciscan 
movement, he ideas of Joachim of Fiore, the aims of the Templars. He wished the dismal reflexion 
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Fig. 4. Diirer: The Dresden study for the "'Melencolia" polyhedron. Apud E. Panofsky and F. Saxl, 
Darer's Melencolia L Leipzig, Berlin, 1923. 
of the Godhead on the "rivers of Babylon" to be restored to its perfection, true to the eternal 
archetype. But how to convert he absurd 927 into the purity of 180, the perfect riangular number? 
The answer is 515. In fact, 5.15 is the converter of 927 into 180: 
927 
- -=5.15 .  
180 
This is a remarkable fact, and may seem too strange and rare a way of asserting the "lost" symbol 
of the Paraclete, hardly understandable in Dante's epoch. However, it is not. And I will conclude 
these lines with only two other facts that bring confirmation to our findings. 
The first concerns Albrecht Diirer. It is possible to prove that he knew the meaning of the cipher 
515, which he disguised in the representation f a strange polyhedron composed of triangles and 
pentagons, in the famous engraving "Melencolia", dated 1514. The polyhedron in question stands 
above a greyhound, near to a sphere! Its angles give opportunity to some numerical extrapolations 
that prove quite near the "complex" of 515. However another engraving, representing the vision 
of St Eustace probably of 1501, has it in a much simpler and clearer form; it shows, along with five 
greyhounds in the foreground, the miraculous tag with the crucifix between the horns, each horn 
having symmetrically five points. This five-pointed structure of the stag's horns, with the crucified 
Unigenitus in the centre, following the 5-1-5 disposition, is selfconsistently repeated by Diirer in the 
St Eustace painting, on the right-hand side of the Paumgiirtner t iptych (in the Alte Pinakothek of 
Munich). We have to omit, for lack of space, still other works by the Master of N/iremberg that 
assert his clear perception and repeated use of the Dantean cipher for the Envoy of God, on which 
he probably received information during his voyages to Italy. Again, Diirer was undoubtedly inked 
to Templar esoteric ircles, as Dante had been before him. 
The second confirmation I want to mention here is given by a majestic painting of the Portuguese 
school, probably a work of Master Jorge Afonso, representing the "Apparition of Christ to the 
Virgin". It was commissioned by a queen for a women's convent near Lisbon. It exhibits at a very 
conspicuous place in the composition, with strange mphasis, what all scholars take for the date, 
that is, the number 1515. This date, however, cannot be accepted uncritically,t and may turn out 
tin fact it was refused by Professor Reynaldo dos Santos, who attributed, tothe "Apparition" under discussion, a date in 
the twenties of the sixteenth century. There is a strong suspicion that he first I in the "date" !515 is apocryphal,  question 
to be settled, we hope, by a proper scientific examination f the paint. D~pite the mentioned suspicions, exclusively 
inspired by historical, chronological and style-analysis concerns, my interpretation of the cipher or "date" in the painting 
is absolutely new. 
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Fig. 5. Albrecht Diirer, Vision of St Eustach, probably 1501. 
to be simply the cipher 515 after some far from innocent repainting. In fact, the panel was the object 
of an unexplained amputation at some moment in its obscure history, being deprived of exactly the 
planks where the cipher was painted; the amputation took place, most certainly, during the most 
active period of the Inquisition, and specially after the application (in Portugal, after 1565) of the 
decisions relative to art taken during the Council of Trent. The missing planks were found in this 
century and restored to their original position in 1940. 
It is certainly very intriguing to find the cipher 515, disguised as  "date", placed in so prominent 
a place in the painting, on a shield hold by a child angel; the idea that the "date" enacts the same 
role as Dante's cipher for the Paraclete is unavoidable. More so when attention is paid to a group 
of self-evident facts, among which are: (a) the fact that the subject of the Apparition to the Virgin is 
not scriptural and was viewed with strong hostility after the Council of Trent; (b) the fact that the 
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Fig. 6. Apparition of Christ to the Virgin, Portuguese School (attributed to Master Jorge Afonso) 1515(?). 
Museu de Arte Antiga, Lisbon. 
Templar Order survived in Portugal until the middle of the sixteenth century, under the name of 
the Order of the Knights of Christ, permeating the whole Portuguese history from its beginnings 
until the reign of Jo~o III (1536-1557); (c) the fact that King Manuel was the Master of the Order 
of Christ, and the painting concerned was completed uring his reign and was executed, according 
to recent criticism, by the King's painter and (d) the fact that the cult of the Holy Ghost, quite in 
the line of the ideas of Joachim of Fiore, was and still is# extremely strong among the Portuguese; 
they believed, with greatest fervour during Manuel's reign, that they had been chosen by God to 
prepare the coming of the Paraclete (Dante's "Messo di Dio") and the opening of the Millenium, 
designated as "The Fifth Empire" or "The Reign of the Holy Spirit". 
All this is very much in the spirit of Dante. I think, for the reasons above and because of several 
other clues, that the 'Apparition of Christ to the Virgin', the masterpiece of (probably) Master Jorge 
Afonso now in the Janelas Verdes Museum of Lisbon, commissioned by Queen Leonor in the first 
tThe cult of the Holy Ghost is most lively nowadays in the Azores, in Brasil, and among many groups of Portuguese 
emigrants in the U.S.A. There is a vast bibliography onthe subject in Portuguese, but practically none abroad. In French, 
I advise Ref. [20]. In English there is no bibliography, to my knowledge, xcept two papers by Marl Lyn Salvador [21]. 
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quarter of the sixteenth century, exhibits the cipher 515, with the same intention and meaning that 
Dante gave to it two centuries before. This belief of mine grew stronger when I realised that, at the 
entrance of the church of the Templars in Tomar - - the  centre of the Templar Order in Portugal and 
one of the most important  monuments  in Europe- - the  Master who built the porch engraved in the 
stone---once again! - - the cipher 515. 
The Messenger of the 515, Lima de Freitas, 1984. Private collection. 
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